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The purpose of this thesis was to find ways of improving the collaboration between 

teams inside the KONE Global Spares Supply. In this thesis,  the current collaboration 

process between the teams in the GSS is first shown through the existing knowledge, 

information and an open-ended questionnaire. This thesis tries to provide the company  

with solutions for developing the collaboration further, through the findings of the sur-

vey, personal interviews and various theories. These theories include such as collabora-

tion, team management and theoretical information on purchasing, material manage-

ment, communication and management. 

 
Data was collected through face-to-face interviews with the employees of KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää. A survey was also sent to the employees to get information on the team collabo-

ration. To support the findings that were discovered from the interviews and from the sur-

vey, data was collected from various sources to make a theoretical framework for the thesis. 

These sources include books, articles from the internet and the KONE PULSE Survey an-

swers. 

 

The result was that KONE GSS Hyvinkää faces challenges regarding team collaboration, 

but has the tools and methods to tackle these challenges. KONE GSS Hyvinkää has one 

main problem regarding collaboration, which creates more problems. To tackle this problem 

and the other secondary problems, KONE GSS Hyvinkää must help the teams and team 

members see the whole picture of the department and the whole picture regarding the other 

teams. 

 

Most recommendations offered in this thesis are based on the information that was found 

through the survey and the face-to-face interviews. Recommendations are also based on the 

theoretical framework in the thesis. This framework comprises theories on collaboration, 

management, communication, purchasing and material management theories. 

 

 

Key words: KONE Industrial, purchasing, collaboration, management, consulting, ma-

terial management, team management, communication 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Collaboration is needed throughout our life. Good collaboration skills are needed in 

most aspects of life, if you have good collaboration skills, you are likely to succeed in 

your life and in what you do. When you are a child you learn to collaborate with your 

parents and other children.  In school your collaboration skills will improve and the bet-

ter your skills are the better results you get from school projects and in your social life.  

 

The significance of collaboration skills increases drastically when you enter working 

life. At work there are many people from different ages, cultures and social statuses. 

Many companies these days are international, in order for things to run as smoothly as 

possible you need to have the required skill to collaborate and interact with people. Col-

laboration is a skill that enables us to improve and evolve and also to create better re-

sults. It is a skill that requires continuous training throughout your whole life. 

 

This thesis will take a look into the many processes of KONE GSS at KONE Industrial 

Hyvinkää. Focusing on the team collaboration between teams inside the KONE GSS, 

this thesis will explain how the collaboration works inside KONE GSS, what can be 

improved and finally give concrete suggestions on how to improve the collaboration 

processes. 

 

The KONE GSS consists of customer service, logistics, sourcing, purchasing and sales 

teams. These teams are supervised by their own managers respectively. The teams work 

using SAP, Servistics, Outlook and Microsoft Excel. They communicate mainly using 

e-mails, Skype or face-to-face. By researching the existing collaboration between these 

teams and applying the correct theories can provide us with vital information on how to 

improve the collaboration between the teams. Once all these pieces have been put to-

gether and explored, it becomes much easier to make suggestions and produce im-

provement ideas that can benefit the workplace and lead to a more effective yet a very 

wholesome collaboration process. 

 

The objective of this thesis is to produce valuable information and suggestions on how 

to improve team collaboration at the whole GSS, and hopefully this thesis can be ap-

plied in different Kone units around the world. The thesis will take a look into the best 
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practices of collaboration and how theories of collaboration, leadership, management 

and communication can be made a working part of the collaboration process at KONE 

GSS. 

 

1.1 Background on the topic 

 

This thesis topic was discovered during my internship as a purchasing trainee at KONE 

GSS in Hyvinkää. In June we had a department meeting with the whole KONE GSS. 

One of the topics of the meeting was the KONE PULSE-survey, in the survey it was 

found out that the collaboration between different teams was not on the required level. I 

wanted to do my thesis for KONE, because it is a very good place to work, I also 

wanted to create something of value. This is why I suggested that I wanted to do my 

thesis about the collaboration between teams inside KONE GSS. The green light was 

shown for my thesis topic immediately and the planning for the thesis  started. The topic 

was practical and beneficial for KONE GSS, it had all the requirements for a good the-

sis topic, also it was very interesting subject for me. I knew I could use my management 

consulting skill on the thesis and make the thesis through the eyes of an consultant. 

 

First the current situation at KONE GSS needed to be researched. It was evaluated and 

then suggestion were derived on how to improve the collaboration between the teams. 

By doing this KONE GSS can fix the things that are not on the same level as the parts 

that are on a good level. In the end they will have a defined and a detailed plan on how 

to improve the collaboration between the teams. All this can hopefully bring the teams 

to a higher level of professionalism, professional skills and maximize the amount of 

knowhow that can benefit them immensely. 

 

It is vital to research this topic, since it affects the whole department and already tells 

that the department is not working on their full potential. The whole KONE GSS could 

get better results, if the collaboration would be on the required level. Evolving the col-

laboration process by analyzing, exploring and coming up with development possibilities 

will help in determining the correct suggestions for improvement for the collaboration, and 

will help in implementing the new collaboration suggestions, that this final thesis will pro-

vide. 
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1.2 The Goals for the Thesis 

 

The main goal of this final thesis is to find out what the team collaboration  process at 

KONE GSS is like, how to improve it and in the end produce suggestions to make it 

better. A summary of the thesis will also be presented at KONE GSS. 

 

Other important goals of this final thesis include researching the current collaboration 

process which will be done with the help of an open-ended questionnaire aimed at the 

team's employees and by interviewing employees personally. Analyzing the findings 

from this first part in order to make the process more effective and comprehensive, and 

providing practical and feasible suggestions for the collaboration process and how, are 

also major aims of this thesis. 

 

This thesis faces some limitations, for example time is a major limitation for this thesis. 

Analyzing vast amount of data from the survey and from the personal interviews was 

time consuming. Fortunately KONE Industrial provided me with all the information that 

I needed, other sources were quite scattered so collecting information from them was 

time consuming as well. However, the chosen research method suited well with the ex-

isting time limitations and could still provide enough valuable information to be able to 

make concrete suggestions. 

 

This thesis will begin with theory of collaboration, started by a definition of the subject at 

hand. The overall theory will be followed by a look into the company which provides in-

formation on the commissioner, and showcases the current situation of the organization. 

The current collaboration between teams at KONE GSS will be presented, together with the 

working problem. Theory on management, leadership, purchasing and material manage-

ment will take the theory further and lead us to the analysis of the survey as well as the per-

sonal interviews results. This will lead us to make conclusions on the subject and provide 

suggestions as well as advice for improvement. 
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

This chapter will focus on the theoretical framework of the thesis. This chapter consists 

of five different theories that will be applied to this thesis. These are: Team collabora-

tion, Management, Communication, Material Management and Purchasing. Each of 

these theories will be presented by using references from various sources such as books 

and websites. 

 

2.1 Defining team collaboration 

 

A cross-functional team is a group of people with different set of skills pursuing a 

common goal. Team collaboration is a purposeful relationship between different teams, 

consisting of people with different backgrounds. In team collaboration all parties strate-

gically choose to cooperate in order to achieve shared or overlapping objectives. The 

Cambridge Dictionary online (2017) defines the word "collaboration" in the following 

way: "The situation of two people or more, working together to create or achieve the 

same thing." Teams are groups of individual who share the same goals and are working 

interpedently towards designed objectives. They succeed in this by communicating and 

measuring their progress (Gary S. Topchik, 2007, 7). 

 

Collaboration and team collaboration happens frequently in our daily lives and through-

out our lives. When you are in school you start to learn how to collaborate with others, 

with teachers and other kids. This continues throughout you studies and your collabora-

tion with others deepens after time. There are for example many school projects, which 

require team collaboration. You will need these same collaboration skills in working 

life, so better the skills the better the chances you have on succeeding. The level of col-

laboration varies of course depending on your job occupation and among other things. 

Collaboration enables you to learn more and to get different ways of thinking about var-

ious things, it broadens you horizons so to speak. It is also easier to tackle objectives 

with large scales, when you are collaborating with other people or teams (Nixon Na-

talie,https://www.inc.com/natalie-nixon/5-reasons-why-collaboration-is-essential-in-

today-s-business-environment.html, 2014). 

 

Collaboration is an very important skill for a person to have, because it enables the per-

son to adapt to situations with better results. A person can learn new things and skills 
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through collaborating with others and collaborating in teams. It is vital for companies to 

have teams that have good collaboration inside them and with all the other teams inside 

the company. Collaboration is the key for a company's success. Collaboration requires 

many skills from team members and enables the company which has teams inside of it 

to combine all the skills of its employees to create value for itself. Having teams in a 

company and having them collaborating well with each other establishes company 

growth (Gary S. Topchik, 2007, 9) 

 

Teamwork and team collaboration can enable many things inside a company but of 

course it is not always so easy to get teams working together. It has been consistently 

shown by research, that teams underperform, despite all the extra resources they have. 

This is because of coordination and motivation problems that take away the benefits of 

collaboration. This is the reason why team collaboration requires careful planning, so 

that the teams will work in the required levels (Coutu Diane, 

https://hbr.org/2009/05/why-teams-dont-work, 2009). 

 

2.2 Collaboration theories and how to plan team collaboration ?  

 

As stated before planning collaboration within and with other teams is essential to en-

suring successful collaboration between teams. A well-organized, thorough team col-

laboration process benefits both the organization and the teams inside the company. 

Team collaboration should be constructed in a way that it is based on the discipline of 

teams theory, team development and team building theories. These theories are used as 

core theories of this thesis, since the focus of this thesis is on teams and their collabora-

tion together. These theories should be considered as one of the most important and 

useful guidelines into creating such an collaboration process. 

 

Planning team collaboration starts with forming the team. In order to have successful 

collaboration within the team you need to find the right persons, with the right exper-

tise. When you have formed a well functioning team, which has members with com-

plementary skills, you increase your chances on having better team collaboration. Inside 

a company it has to be ensured that every team works well not just with each other but 

that every team member inside each team works well with each other. The teams must 

have good leadership and a good leader.  
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(Erickson Tamara J & Lynda Gratton, https://hbr.org/2007/11/eight-ways-to-build-

collaborative-teams, 2001). 

 

When beginning the team collaboration planning, the aim, goals and objectives of the 

collaboration needs to be considered. They should be made clear and specific in order to 

achieve clear and feasible results, and they should be easy to understand for both the 

team leader and the team members. After figuring out the aim and objectives, the plan-

ning should be continued by considering the most effective way to communicate and 

present information to the new team. The goals should be outcome-based, which means 

that the goals are focused on the outcome and not that much on the process achieving it. 

The further develop the team goals, the goals should be planned as SMART-goals. 

SMART-goals have five criteria: Specific, Measurable, Aggressive yet achievable, Rel-

evant and Time-bound. Using these aims and these goals the teams have increased 

chances of collaborating well inside the company (Katzenbach John R & Smith Douglas 

K, 2001, 49-56). 

 

There are two team discipline that teams can choose from and should adhere to. Of 

course situations change and the teams have to adapt to them, which means they need to 

apply the correct discipline for the correct situation. The first and most used discipline 

among teams and companies is the Single-leader discipline. This discipline revolves 

around one leader. He determines the purpose of the team, makes the decisions, estab-

lishes requirements and communication, evaluates progress and the requirements for 

success (Katzenbach John R & Smith Douglas K, 2001, 5-7) 

 

The other discipline is the Team discipline. This discipline emphasizes shared leader-

ship and mutual accountability. This means that leadership is shared, so the team mem-

bers make decisions together from a consensus basis. The Team discipline has goals for 

the individual team members but also collectively, everyone has shared commitment to 

these goals. The team consistently evaluates the team performance as a team 

(Katzenbach John R & Smith Douglas K, 2001, 7-11) 

 

Teams must make a conscious choice between the two disciplines in order to tackle par-

ticular performance challenges. Used well both disciplines deliver results to the team, 

teams should identify the performance challenges in order to make the right choice be-

tween these two discipline. If the situation or the challenge changes the teams will have 
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to adapt to that and possibly change between disciplines on the go (Katzenbach John R 

& Smith Douglas K, 2001, 11). 

 

The team size should be small and should have members that have skill that comple-

ment each other. If the teams are virtual, fully or partially, the right ways of communi-

cating should be assessed and decided. The different ways the team communicates and 

what channels should be planned and determined. The team must decide what software 

it is going to use when communicating virtually. Usually teams communicate through 

Skype and e-mails, but nowadays there are many more ways on communicating virtual-

ly, so teams so research all the communication channels properly. Choosing the right 

communication channels is a key element for the team's success at communicating 

(Katzenbach John R & Smith Douglas K, 2001, 26-29). 

 

The team members should be encouraged to meet outside of work and socialize togeth-

er, so they get more information on each other and get to know each other more. One 

team can work with another team for years without really knowing individual members. 

This makes it easier for people to focus on their differences rather than on what they 

have in common. When the team members learn that they share a common interest or 

wrestle with some of the same issues outside of work, the other team members become  

real persons. Inside the team collaborative behavior should be rewarded and applauded. 

It is recommended to promote meetings between team members and department heads, 

because this promotes brainstorming and creating new ideas and seeing each other's 

perspectives (http://www.freibergs.com/resources/articles/accountability/17-strategies-

for-improving-collaboration/) 

 

It also has to be mentioned that in order for teams to be successful at anything, the 

structure of the company were the teams are has to support teamwork. So when plan-

ning team collaboration the company culture has to be taken account for. In order to 

create the right context for successful team collaboration you must have identified the 

needed teamwork for success. You have to determine the type of team in order to 

achieve the team goals (William G. Dyer, W. G. Dyer, Jeffrey H. Dyer, and W. Gibb, Jr. 

Dyer, 2013,36). 

 

When planning successful team collaboration you must make sure that the team mem-

ber have these following elements. Some of the members have to have deep technical 
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knowledge, skills or experience, regarding to accomplishing the teams tasks. The team 

members should be very motivated and they should contribute often to the team effort. 

Member should have excellent communication skills. The member must have a helpful 

attitude towards other members and support the whole team. They should be able to 

manage conflicts in a professional and productive way. The whole team needs to have 

the ability to adapt. Every member in the team should be dependable and should take 

initiative (William G. Dyer, W. G. Dyer, Jeffrey H. Dyer, and W. Gibb, Jr. Dyer, 

2013,38). 

 

If you want to have good collaboration between teams and inside the team itself, the 

company should invest in training the employees, team members in this case, on their 

interpersonal and teamwork skills. Also trust among the team members should be con-

stantly promoted by having team members participate in activities that promotes trust 

among team members (Beyerlein, Michael Martin, Beyerlein, Susan T., Kennedy, 

Frances A. 2006, 16). 

 

One creative way to plan team collaboration is to do it as a team with collaborative 

planning. In collaborative planning there are seven steps: 1. Define the project 2. Brain-

storm 3. Categorize tasks into logical groups 4. Create a product breakdown structure 5. 

Create a product flow diagram 6. Compile the milestone plan 7. Assign responsibilities 

(http://www.esi-intl.co.uk/blogs/pmoperspectives/index.php/collaborative-planning-7-

steps-creating-project-plan-team/, Madsen Susanne, 2015).  

 

http://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiY4bK1xPrWAhXsFZoKHaBhA7QQjRwIBw&url=http://www.easyprojectmanagement.co.uk/ProductBasedPlanning.html&psig=AOvVaw2AJtuhcRYZS7VoCnVC2BUC&ust=1508428552984811
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PICTURES 1-2. Product Flow Diagram and Milestone plan 

(http://www.easyprojectmanagement.co.uk/ProductBasedPlanning.html, 

http://www.bplans.com/pizzeria_business_plan/strategy_and_implementation_summary

_fc.php) 

 

The reason why companies need to plan the collaboration of their teams is that in recent 

years to world has rapidly changed due to globalization and still continues to do so. The 

competition between companies has increased because of the technological develop-

ment that has occurred all over the world. That is why companies all over the world 

need to put emphasis on the collaboration between the teams inside of them, so they can 

compete with other companies successfully (Kathy L. Milhauser, 2011, 27). 

 

In companies with high-collaboration teams, we find active signs of organizational 

changes. Innovation-supportive companies develop new procedures for feedback, as-

sessment, and accountability and significantly intensify cross-functional communica-

tion. Moreover, senior management in such firms seems aware of the time and effort 

that collaboration requires and expects resistance to change. They recognize that team-

work cannot occur if one functional group dominates product innovation decision mak-

ing, or if participants fail to receive training for interpersonal and teamwork skills 

(Beyerlein, Michael Martin, Beyerlein, Susan T., Kennedy, Frances A. 2006, 23). 

 

A research done at Stanford University shows that most of cross-cultural teams are dys-

functional. This also means that they do now collaborate well with other teams or 

among themselves. In order for a team to improve its collaboration inside the team and 

with others it is suggested that a team uses standardized processes. This means prefer-

http://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiajqbMxPrWAhUKOpoKHT_uCv0QjRwIBw&url=http://www.bplans.com/pizzeria_business_plan/strategy_and_implementation_summary_fc.php&psig=AOvVaw2aoPeWJhk60A90vfCfIDnh&ust=1508428600875589
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ring automated processes instead of manual processes. Manual processes are highly 

time consuming, teams could save time and work more efficiently by implementing 

automated processes (Leis Marilyn, 2017, https://www.scoro.com/blog/improve-cross-

team-collaboration/). 

 

Collaboration and results from it should be monitored and analyzed so that everyone has 

the latest information on the results and on the ways things are going towards. Tradi-

tions should be challenged and updated, relying on old habits that could be done in a 

better way is detrimental for a company. It is suggested to exchange team members 

from different teams to tackle collaboration problems. This improves knowledge of the 

team members, the more knowledge you have on others and their ways of working the 

better you can collaborate with them  

(Leis Marilyn, 2017, https://www.scoro.com/blog/improve-cross-team-collaboration/). 

 

Management should establish a collaboration culture inside the company and reward 

collaboration. Problems should always be identified and tackled. Management should 

lead by example and promote collaboration among team members, so that they can in-

novate and work more efficiently.  

(Leis Marilyn, 2017, https://www.scoro.com/blog/improve-cross-team-collaboration/). 

 

 

 

2.3 Management and Leadership theories 

 

The Cambridge Dictionary (2017) describes the word "management" as "the control and 

organization of something." Now that we have discussed team collaboration and col-

laboration in general we are going to move forward to management theories. Managers 

can be team leaders or they can be outside of the team and supervise them. At KONE 

GSS the teams work in a way that they have a team leader and then above the team 

leader is a manager, who supervises the whole team, for example the Purchasing team. 

Managers and team leaders have the biggest responsibility on ensuring successful col-

laboration within the team and between the other teams and also on the overall perform-

ance success. 
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We will start with the Contingency theory. In this theory the managers make decisions 

based on the situation. A manager or a leader makes appropriate actions based on as-

pects most important to the current situation. Careful management in organizations is 

needed so that internal needs can be satisfied and balanced, in order for the organiza-

tions to adapt to the environmental circumstances surrounding them. Different types 

organizations are needed in different types of environments. The theory states that task 

or relations motivations are dependent upon whether the manager is able to both control 

and affect the group's situational favorability, or outcome. There are many internal and 

external factors that can influence the optimum organizational structure. These factors 

include the size of the organization, technology, leadership style, and the organization's 

adaptability to changes in strategy.  This means that team leaders and managers must 

assess their methods daily and adapt to the situation at hand (Burns, James MacGregor, 

Sorenson, Georgia Jones, Goethals, George R., Sage Publications, inc, 2004,1429) 

Systems theory is a study of systems and how to manage them. A system consists of 

interrelated and interdependent parts. An organization can also be considered as a sys-

tem, which has parts such as employees, assets, products, resources, and information 

that form a complex system.  If one changes parts of the system, it will affect other parts 

and the whole system. If the system is adjusted well to its environment it will have posi-

tive growth. Systems need to be maintained or otherwise systems failure will occur. 

Broadly applicable concepts and principles, form the core of the systems theory, op-

posed to concepts and principles applicable to one domain of knowledge. Systems can 

be dynamic or active systems and static or passive systems. With the systems theory 

managers and team leaders should look at view things in a broad view, they should ap-

ply broad concepts in order when leading a team or a group. When a team is managed 

well it usually collaborates well with other teams (Burns, James MacGregor, Sorenson, 

Georgia Jones, Goethals, George R., Sage Publications, inc, 2004, 612). 

Trait theory links to leadership and is explained as the primary approach that separates 

managers from leaders. Leadership is something that you are born with, it is a desire to 

control and to accept responsibility and to seek glory through leadership. This kind of 

person is born to take risks and does not live the life of mediocrity (Burns, James 

MacGregor, Sorenson, Georgia Jones, Goethals, George R., Sage Publications, inc, 204, 

868-869). 
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The charismatic approach can be considered as one of the most powerful forms of lead-

ership. Charismatic leadership is a form of transformational leadership. People follow 

the leader out of the love for him or they respect him. Rewards and self-interest are not 

accepted. Tasks are completed because of the charismatic presence that motivates team 

members/employees to work for a greater good (Burns, James MacGregor, Sorenson, 

Georgia Jones, Goethals, George R., Sage Publications, inc, 204, 163-164). 

When rewards are used to motivate a team, this is called a transactional approach. Man-

agers and employees are rewarded if the task goes accordingly. Punishment is used 

when an employee does not complete the task given by the manager. This is a simple 

and the most bureaucratic approach to management and leadership (Burns, James 

MacGregor, Sorenson, Georgia Jones, Goethals, George R., Sage Publications, inc, 204, 

553-554). 

Transformational is the opposite of transactional management, it does not depend on 

bureaucracy but rather on the personal presence of the leader. This model seeks to moti-

vate those under authority. The manager raises awareness about the importance of the 

task at hand and inspires his/her team to succeed. In this theory seeks, self-interest is 

transcended into a tightly integrated team of people, who together to perform a task 

(Burns, James MacGregor, Sorenson, Georgia Jones, Goethals, George R., Sage Publi-

cations, inc, 200, 553-554). 

Clarity is a essential part of managing. Team members and employees will need to 

know what is expected from them, what kind of results and performance. A manager or 

a team leader must be able to precisely tell his/her employee what is expected of 

him/her so that he/she can perform at a high level. The people under your leadership 

cannot perform at their best if they do not what is expected and how it will be measured 

(Tracy Brian, 2014, 14). 

In addition to these theories it is beneficial for the team, when the manager or the team 

leader of the team or a group, strives to become a role model among subordinates. A 

manager is a leader who is looked up upon, team members will do their best to match 

his the leader's skills. The leader sets the standards for the members, which they strive 

to achieve. In a team where there is shared leadership among members, the members set 

the standards together, but in order to achieve the best results they must be individually 

and mutually accountable (Tracy Brian, 2014, 51) 
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Managers and team leaders should get their subordinates to work at peak performance. 

This is something that a leader must to in order get the best results out of the team, the 

leader must also get all of the members working together and achieving peak perform-

ance as a group, not just at their individual level. The manager or leader has to respect 

his subordinates, expect the best out of them, communicate with clarity, give them free-

dom and challenges and when they succeed he must treat them like winners and reward 

them so that they stay motivated (Tracy Brian, 2014, 30). 

 

Leaders and managers cannot do everything alone, they have to learn how to delegate, 

so that they themselves can get the most important tasks done. Delegation is key, since 

one person cannot do all of the work by himself/herself. A leader has to select the per-

son who he/she thinks is right for the job and explain what kind of results he/she wants 

from the task. The leader must also give specific and thorough instruction on how to 

complete the task. There is always a possibility of misunderstandings but this is the rea-

son why a leader must try to ensure to be as clear as possible and regularly review the 

progress of the delegated task (Tracy Brian 2014, 26). 

 

One way of ensuring that the progress is developing on the proper direction is to use 

what is called as management by exception. In this method a manager or leader tells 

his/her subordinate that "Only come back if there is a variance on what we have agreed 

on" So if there is nothing to tell from your subordinates, everything is going accord-

ingly. This method also gives the leader more freedom to concentrate on the task that 

only a leader can do (Tracy Brian, 2014, 25). 

 

Managers are faced with a choice of harnessing positional  power  or  personal power . 

Managing with positional power means that a leader closely supervises his team and 

makes all of the decisions on his own. While this management style can achieve results, 

the results are most likely short lived, and effective and self-sufficient teams rarely de-

velop under the fist of positional power. Managers earn personal power over time from 

team members, and they can use it to encourage team members to do what they are sup-

posed to do to the best of their abilities. When managed with personal power, team 

members do their work because they want to do it, not because they must. Personal 

power is achieved through graciousness and a supportive, team-oriented environment. 
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Managers who achieve this can always develop a high-performing and successful team 

(Gary S. Topchik, 2007, 245). 

 

At the heart of managing and leading every team is the building and managing a net-

work of relationships. This is the primary job of every manager and leader. The leader 

needs to know the team member thoroughly and maintain their relationships towards 

each other and to himself/herself. This increases the chances of successful collaboration 

and team performance. (A.G. Sheard , and A.P. Kakabadse, 2004, 41). 

 

Outside of traditional roles the team leader can act as an facilitator, which means that 

you make it easier for the team to function and complete the tasks that the team has. 

This of course means that a leader takes a more of a subordinate role, and loses some 

power. Still this kind of leadership can be effective depending on the situation at hand. 

The effects of an leader being the facilitator will be a seasoned, competent, reliable team 

that will take initiative, assume ownership, and recognize strong motivating forces with-

in themselves (Quick, Thomas L. 1992, 21). 

 

Elements of successful leadership and management can be summed into these following 

points. A successful leader or manager has the skill to balance task efficiency, human 

relations and adaptive change. He/she also has excellent intrapersonal and interpersonal 

skills. A successful leader engages in transformational and charismatic behaviors. It has 

been studied that successful leaders have a more complex way of thinking and acting. 

They overcome deficiencies that limit success. They also seek a wide variety of leader-

ship experiences (Sternberg, Robert J., Cianciolo, Anna T., Antonakis, John, 2004, 208-

209). 

 

One key characteristic of successful leaders is their ability to keep learning more and 

educate themselves further. Leaders as well as team should be learning more constantly, 

because a stagnant group is not successful and cannot reach the required performance. A 

team leader or manager should learn new things and pass them down to his/her subordi-

nates. The leader should also apply the learned knowledge into the team practices 

(Sternberg, Robert J., Cianciolo, Anna T., Antonakis, John, 2004, 231). 
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2.4 Communication theories 

 

Communication is key for having success at anything. It is one of the basic elements of 

successful collaboration and leadership. Persons with good communication skills are 

more likely to succeed at what they do. The Oxford English dictionary describes the 

word "communication" as "The imparting or exchanging of information by speaking, 

writing or using some other medium." Next we are going to go through some communi-

cation theories. 

 

Weber’s Classic Organizational Theory of Fixed Structures is a theory holds where or-

ganizations have clearly defined roles and responsibilities. Communication is hierarchi-

cal, structured, and clear. There is no room for confusion in the messages being sent 

from the top and the organizations have machine like structures where each individual 

contributes by way of defined and unambiguous roles and responsibilities (Sage 

eReference (Online service), Sage Publications, Foss, Karen A., Littlejohn, Stephen W. 

2009, Encyclopedia of Communication Theory, 705-706). 

 

Groupthink happens when highly cohesive groups fail to consider alternatives that may 

effectively resolve group dilemmas. Groupthink theorists think that group members 

frequently think similarly and do not want to share unpopular ideas with others. When 

this happens, groups prematurely make decisions, some of which can have lasting con-

sequences. This is a popular situation which should be avoided if a team wants to be 

successful at collaboration (Sage eReference (Online service), Sage Publications, Foss, 

Karen A., Littlejohn, Stephen W. 2009, Encyclopedia of Communication Theory, 460-

462). 

 

According to the structurational perspective, groups and organizations create structures. 

This can be interpreted as organization's rules and resources. These structures create 

social systems in an organization. The way the members utilize their structures enables 

groups and organizations to achieve a life of their own. The decision making that takes 

place in groups and organizations are guided by power structures. (Sage eReference 

(Online service), Sage Publications, Foss, Karen A., Littlejohn, Stephen W. 2009, En-

cyclopedia of Communication Theory, 703-704). 
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Communication and trust have a strong link together. When team members trust each 

other they get the job done effectively, they stay true to their commitments, assess every 

situation honestly, they have confidentiality, give credit and are straightforward. All of 

these a key elements for a successful team collaboration. Teams should aim for these 

communication goals in order to achieve success (Parker, Glenn M. 2009, Team Com-

munication : 20 Essential Aids, 12). 

 

Gathering feedback is a good way the evaluate the situation inside the team, on how 

things are in general. Feedback is an essential part of good collaboration, since you need 

to constantly evaluate the progress. With feedback everyone in the team, know what is 

going on inside the team and with other teams. Team members should improve their 

feedback skills, so that they can give constructive feedback, which is helpful for the 

whole team. There are two kinds of feedback; positive and negative, both can be given 

in a constructive way. Effective feedback has the following 8 characteristics: 1) Helpful 

2) Specific 3) Descriptive 4) Useful 5) Timely 6) Employee has readiness for feedback 

7) Clear 8) Valid (C.S. Rayudu, 2009, 217-225). 

 

Communication is a tool for management, used well and it can benefit the whole organ-

ization but if used poorly the whole organization suffers. This also applies on a smaller 

scale, for example with teams. Communication is a major key element in these five are-

as: planning, organizing, controlling, directing and coordinating. Managers communi-

cate mostly orally or in a written form with their subordinates. Good communication 

skills and tools are needed in order to have successful team performance (C.S. Rayudu, 

2009, 227-235). 

 

Collaboration, management and leadership skills and communication are the three big 

topics of my thesis theories. All of them are needed and to be applied with skill if a 

team wants to ensure success and good collaboration. Next we are going to focus on 

Material Management theories and Procurement theories, since KONE GSS is a Materi-

al Management department. 

 

2.5 Materials Management and Purchasing theories 

 

Materials Management is described as "The planning and control of the functions sup-

porting the complete cycle (flow) of materials, and the associated flow of information" 
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by the BusinessDictionary.com. Materials Management revolves around the acquisition 

of spare parts and replacements, quality control of purchasing and ordering such parts, 

and the standards involved in shipping, ordering and warehousing the parts. At Kone 

GSS Hyvinkää MM is the responsible for the sourcing, planning, moving, purchasing, 

storing and controlling materials in order to provide a pre decided service to the cus-

tomer at a minimum cost   

(http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/materials-management.html). 

 

The Cambridge Dictionary describes the word Purchasing as "The activity of buying 

supplies for a company." Purchasing refers to a company attempting to acquire goods or 

services to accomplish its goals. I am adding some purchasing related theories because I 

worked in the purchasing team at KONE GSS. Even though this thesis is researching 

the whole KONE GSS, purchasing is a big part of the department so I felt necessary to 

include some theories relating to purchasing 

(http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/purchasing) 

 

A company is very dependent on the efficient supply and availability of component 

parts and materials in the right quantity, quality, price, range and time. Managers are 

working hard to improve in these areas of materials management, so that the company 

can compete with other companies around the world. The cost of purchasing, storing 

moving and shipping materials sums up for over the half of the product's cost. This is 

why materials management is an important and essential part of the success of organiza-

tions around the world. Effective materials management is key to higher productivity. 

The function of Materials Management is to accomplish the main goal of the organiza-

tion/company by making available materials and services of right quality in the right 

quality at the right time from the right source at the right price  (K. Shridhara Bhat, 

2008, 1-7). 

 

Profit-centre concept refers to purchasing, purchasing must be done with minimum in-

vestment in inventory by balancing the risk of stock-out and production stoppage, the 

cost of forward-buying and the economics of quantity purchases. Other objectives are 

adequate quality of materials, avoidance of duplication, waste and obsolence. In this 

concepts purchasing is viewed as a "profit centre". Euros saved on purchasing are prof-

its for the company (K. Shridhara Bhat, 2008, 8-9). 
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Integrated concept means that all the different functions of materials management are 

integrated together and cannot have success if they perform independently. All of the 

functions have to collaborate with each other, for example the teams of a Material Man-

agement department. All of these functions are connected. In the Management theories 

section we discussed about Systems theory. The same theory can be applied on Materi-

als Management if you view the Materials Management as a sub-system of a larger pro-

ductive system (K. Shridhara Bhat, 2008, 9). 

 

Materials Management has primary and secondary objectives. Primary objectives are 

linked to the company's overall objectives, secondary objectives are linked to assisting 

other departments inside the company. We can immediately notice that materials man-

agement requires collaboration in order to succeed. That is why it is crucial for the 

teams inside a company or organization to collaborate well with each other.  

 

Primary objectives: 

 Low Prices 

 High Inventory Turnover 

 Low Cost Acquisition 

 Continuity of Supply 

 Consistency of Quality 

 Low Payroll Costs 

 Cordial Supplier Relations 

 Development of Personnel 

 Maintenance of Goods Records 

 

Secondary objectives: 

 Reciprocity (buying as much as you can from your customers) 

 New Materials and Products 

 Economic Make-or-Buy 

 Standardisation 

 Product Improvement 

 Inter-departmental Relationships 

 Economic Forecasts 

 

In order to achieve these goals a company has to have good collaboration between the 

teams inside the Material Management department and in other departments (K. 

Shridhara Bhat, 2008, 1-7). 

 

There are two trends in materials management. First one is Logistics management, 

which is the management of material flow, the information about it, from the perspec-
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tive of the customer requirements. The purpose of Logistics management is to achieve a 

high delivery reliability, a high degree of delivery completeness and a short delivery 

time. The second trend is supply-chain management, which is a systems approach to 

supply channels and distribution channels. It views them as a whole and not as frag-

mented parts. A supply chain is the flow of materials inside and organization, for exam-

ple from suppliers to warehouses to operations and to retail (K. Shridhara Bhat, 2008, 

11-12). 

 

Purchasing refers to the exchanging of materials and services in exchange for money. 

Procurement is a more wider term, which has more responsibility of acquiring goods 

and services. The purchasing department is responsible for purchasing materials of the 

right type, in right quantities, at the right price, available at the right time and procured 

from the right supplier. Purchasing management refers to managing relationships with 

suppliers, this is also called business resource management (K. Shridhara Bhat, 2008, 

34-39). 

 

There are three ways on how purchasing can be organized: Centralized, De-centralized 

and Centralized-Decentralized. The advantages of Centralized purchasing are: Undivid-

ed responsibility, consistent purchasing policies and high degree of purchasing power. 

records are kept in one place and are easier to supervise. Reaction to changing market 

conditions is easier. Decentralized purchasing happens if a organization has manufactur-

ing plants around the world, usually they have their own purchasing departments. Cen-

tralized-Decentralized purchasing happens when the  locations of the plants are not too 

scattered from each other and they have similar materials in large quantities (K. 

Shridhara Bhat, 2008, 54-55). 

 

There are three major purchasing policies. First one is Business Orientation, which em-

phasizes on understanding the organization's overall policy, in order to make the right 

purchasing decisions. Second is Integrated, Cross-functional approach. In this approach 

purchasing decisions needs to be made based on balancing the total cost of owning the 

materials. Purchasing decisions should be made by taking consideration the other parts 

of the organization. This a very team based approach. The third approach is the Bottom-

line Orientation, which emphasizes on continuously improving the price/value ratio of 

goods and services. Purchasing policies and strategies be linked to the organization's 

overall objectives and strategies (K. Shridhara Bhat, 2008, 56-57). 
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Now we have established the theoretical framework for this thesis. These are some of 

the theories that can be applied to this thesis topic. Next we will take a look at KONE as 

a company and we will also take a look of the working problem inside KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää. 
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3 CURRENT TEAM COLLABORATION AT KONE GSS HYVINKÄÄ 

 

This chapter will focus on the company and the current collaboration inside KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää. KONE as a company will be introduced first. After the company introduction 

the main challenges at KONE GSS Hyvinkää will be introduced and examined. The 

collaboration process at KONE GSS Hyvinkää will be researched and after that the 

working problem inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. In the end of this chapter a problem 

summary can be found, summarizing the whole chapter. 

 

3.1 Company introduction 

KONE Oyj is an international engineering and service company that employs 55,000 

personnel worldwide. It is among the five largest manufacturers of elevators and escala-

tors worldwide, and also provides maintenance services and modernization. KONE also 

builds and services automatic doors and gates. The company provides local services for 

builders, developers, building owners, designers and architects in 1,000 offices in over 

50 countries. (https://www.kone.fi/tietoa-meista/kone-yrityksena/) 

KONE Oyj has headquarters situated in Keilaniemi Espoo and is listed on NASDAQ 

KNEBV Helsinki stock exchange. Founded in 1910 as a subsidiary of Gottfr. Strömberg 

Oy. In 1924 KONE was bought by entrepreneur Harald Herlin from Strömberg and he 

became the new chairman of the company's Board of Directors. KONE Oyj has since 

been owned by the Herlin family in Finland. The current CEO and President of KONE 

Oyj is Henrik Ehrnrooth and the Chairman is Antti Herlin, who is also Finland's richest 

man ( https://www.kone.fi/tietoa-meista/kone-yrityksena/) 

As said the company's main expertise is in manufacturing elevators, maintenance ser-

vices and in modernization. Main business in the field of technology is to plan, develop, 

manufacture, market, sell and procure elevators, escalators and sliding doors. The com-

pany also provides its customers with, for example elevator and escalator spare parts, 

consulting and maintenance services. (https://www.kone.fi/tietoa-meista/kone-

yrityksena/) 

All expertise and solutions KONE Oyj offers to its customers are based on over a centu-

ry of experience and business-making. The strategical side of the company is managed 

from the headquarter located at Keilaniemi, Espoo. The warehouse and the more opera-
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tional side of the company is located in Hyvinkää. At Hyvinkää there is a vital part of 

KONE operations, KONE Global Spares Supply. KONE GSS is responsible for pur-

chasing and delivering elevator, escalator and sliding door spare parts to all over Eu-

rope. In addition to this, KONE GSS takes care of the spare and wear parts frontline and 

technical support, logistics, inventory, order handling process, customer service, and 

maintains the operation of the warehouses in both Finland. 

This thesis was done for KONE Global Spare Parts Supply at Hyvinkää. This unit is 

under Material Management. My supervisors on this thesis were Titta Anonen (HR 

Manager at KONE GSS), Frank Wanink (Director of Maintenance Field Support at 

KONE GSS) and Sami Hämäläinen from TAMK. This thesis topic was chosen, since it 

goes well with my studies, which have been Project Management orientated. KONE 

GSS Hyvinkää also need information on this topic, so it was a perfect situation for me.  

In KONE GSS there are many different teams, the teams can be divided into technical 

and operational sides. The whole KONE GSS consists of the following teams: 

 Logistics 

 Purchasing 

 Order Management 

 Inventory 

 Data 

 Elevator Mechanics 

 Elevator Electrifications 

 Escalators and Building Doors 

 External Sales 

 Frontline Support 

 Sourcing 

 Non-KONE Elevators 

 Business Analytics 

 Material Management 

 Customer Service 

 Business Change 

 Offering 

 Business Change 

 

3.2 Collaboration's main challenges at KONE GSS Hyvinkää 

 

Challenges are added to the collaboration process by the variety of individuals working 

at the workplace. Individuals working at a common, shared workplace come from many 

different backgrounds, have different professions and educations, and each have their 
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own effect on day-to-day working. Good collaboration plays a key role in controlling 

these types of challenges at the workplace. (Katzenbach & Smith, 2001,97-105). 

 

At Kone GSS Hyvinkää there are few challenges facing the collaboration between 

teams. For example how to ensure good collaboration between the teams ? What are the 

methods on ensuring this ? What is to cause of the lack of collaboration ? How to organ-

ize the teams so that they can collaborate well with each other ? There are of course 

other challenges and other questions to be answered, but these were just some of the 

main challenges. 

 

One key to improving team collaboration starts within the teams themselves. The teams 

should be small, too big teams have difficulties on working well. It is common these 

days to have virtual channels in order to contact other team members and nowadays it is 

common to have teams, that have members all over the world. This is why it is ex-

tremely important to agree on all of the different communication channels. Teams must 

decide what communication channels they will use and on how they will use them. The 

teams should have clear goals that link to the company's overall goal/vision. Inside the 

teams there should be an atmosphere of mutual and individual accountability. The teams 

should also decide whether to use the single-leader discipline or the team discipline. 

This meaning that is the team being led by just one individual or is the leadership 

shared, this of course differs on the situation and on the things the team is working with. 

Ensuring that every team in the organization has these elements will significantly in-

crease the chances of successful team collaboration. (Katzenbach & Smith, 2001,5-11 

and 23-26) 

 

3.3 Collaboration process at Kone GSS Hyvinkää 

 

Every team at KONE GSS Hyvinkää has to collaborate with all the other teams inside 

KONE GSS and abroad. Every new employee of gets induction specified for the team 

that they will be working for, they do not learn much from the other teams. 

 

The size of the teams inside KONE GSS is from small to medium, the teams are not too 

big, but there are many teams inside KONE GSS, almost twenty. The teams communi-

cate with each other by arranging small meetings, talking or texting via Skype, exchang-

ing emails and by talking face to face. The teams also use Salesforce to solve problems, 
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that relate to the spare parts. Salesforce is used to ask the date team in India to provide 

further information on the spare parts, such as for example some blueprints or drawings. 

 

The collaboration process works in a way that the managers from all of the teams inside 

the KONE GSS have quite frequent meetings together. After the meetings they forward 

the information to the team members inside their teams that they are managing. The 

team members do not have meetings frequently, this is because they are more busy with 

their other work etc. The collaboration with other teams outside of KONE GSS Hy-

vinkää is done by mainly using Skype, Salesforce and sending emails. This thesis con-

centrated on KONE GSS Hyvinkää, this thesis will not get further into the other teams 

outside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

 

3.4 Kone GSS Hyvinkää working problem 

 

The working problem at KONE GSS Hyvinkää was that the collaboration between 

teams inside the KONE GSS is not on the required level, meaning that there should be 

more collaboration and it should be more efficient. The working problem at KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää was also that the teams do not know how the other teams work. This  mean-

ing that every team member knew how their own team worked but they did not know 

how the other teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää work and what methods they used. So 

the problem was that the teams should collaborate with each other but they did not 

know what the working methods inside each team were. This caused problems, mis-

communications and was time consuming for all of the teams. Not all of the employees 

at KONE GSS Hyvinkää knew who was working in which team, or the positions that 

they had. 

 

Another problem was that the teams had different targets and goals, which were not 

linked to the overall goal of the KONE GSS. If the teams have different targets and 

goals it causes problems, since it causes confusion among teams inside the KONE GSS. 

If the teams do not know how the other teams work and what their goals and targets are 

it is hard for all of them to collaborate together, since they do not know what is required 

of them. All of these problems were found out from analyzing the answers given to the 

survey, which can be found at Appendix and will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 
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In order to solve and find information on these problems the survey was sent for 19 

people working at various position and different teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

Out of these 19 people 10 were selected based on their answers on the open-ended ques-

tions, these people were interviewed face to face. 

 

One example of the open-ended questions on the survey was: " If you feel like there is 

not enough collaboration within the GSS team, can you specify some reasons for it ?". 

The purpose for this question was to get some reasons on why there is not enough col-

laboration within the KONE GSS. The question also helped to differentiate between the 

answerers and gave further information on what to ask on the face to face interviews. 

 

The question "Is there enough collaboration between all of the teams inside KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää ?" was made in order to get information whether the employees themselves 

think that there is enough of collaboration within the KONE GSS. This was a closed 

question, where you could only answer "Yes" or "No". 

 

With the question "Are there sufficient channels and ways on collaborating between the 

teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää ?" the idea was to find out whether the employees 

feel that they have enough channels of communication and collaborating with each oth-

er. This was also a closed question with the answering options of "There should be 

more" "There are enough" "Not enough". 

 

This and all of these above mentioned questions will be answered in this Final Thesis in 

the best possible way. The open-ended questionnaire can be found in Appendix 1  and 

will be analyzed in Chapter 5 of this Thesis. 

 

3.5 Problem summary 

 

The collaboration process at KONE GSS Hyvinkää had many elements to it, and many 

different teams. That was also one of the reasons why the collaboration between teams 

faced many problems and was not on the required level. The team collaboration is 

something that cannot be fixed in one night, it will require time and patience. The teams 

should be introduced more to each other and the team members from different teams, 

should visit all of the teams and asks questions, so that they get more information on 
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how all the teams work. This should also be done more at the induction process for new 

employees. 

 

The collaboration problems were quite similar with each of the teams, many of those 

problems relate to the fact that the employees do not have enough information on the 

working methods of each team. Another cause for the problems was that the teams had 

very different targets and goals, which do not link to the overall goal of the KONE GSS. 

Most of these collaboration and communication problems are engraved deeply into the 

company, so they require someone from the outside to research them. That was why this 

thesis topic suited perfectly for me. Solving these problems takes time and requires 

changes in the working methods and in the attitudes of both the managers and team 

members. 

 

There are many issues that have to be taken into consideration when planning the induc-

tion, and the working problems of the KONE GSS Hyvinkää are very real, but they can 

be solved. It is possible to prepare for any possible problems ahead and find out what 

can be done better and achieve real results in the process - this what this Thesis will 

help with. It is vital for KONE GSS to research these problems considering the long 

scope of thing and the long term goals these problems affect. 
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4 RESEARCH METHODS 

 

In this short chapter the research methods, structure of the survey and interviews and the 

limitations of the research will be discussed in a detailed manner. The answers were 

analyzed one by one, some of the answers were cross-analyzed with the questions 1 and 

2. 

 

4.1 Research methods 

 

This thesis utilizes both qualitative and quantitative research methods. I chose to use 

both research methods after consulting with my supervisors at TAMK and KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää. We all agreed that it is best to design a survey which would be sent to 19 

employees of KONE GSS Hyvinkää working in different positions and in different 

teams. The purpose of the thesis is to answer the question "Why is the collaboration 

between teams at KONE GSS Hyvinkää not on the required level?", it was decided to 

sent the survey in order to get some concrete statistical information that can be ana-

lyzed. The survey was created by the thesis author himself to get information on the 

current team collaboration situation. 

 

Information was also gathered from multiple sources: books, internet, KONE GSS Hy-

vinkää own database. Various theories used in this thesis include theories on manage-

ment, collaboration, communication, purchasing and material management. Based on 

the survey answers, ten employees were selected for face to face interviews. These in-

terviews were held in order to get more personal information and more deeper informa-

tion on the collaboration problems inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

 

The survey consists of 15 question, 13 of them are "Yes or no" questions. Two ques-

tions are open-ended. The purpose of the questionnaire was to find out more practical 

information on how the employees view the current team collaboration process and 

what are the reasons why it does not work. The questions were sent to employees and a 

few managers with different positions and different work experiences inside the KONE 

GSS. The answerers were divided also by gender and by their work years at KONE. On 

the survey they could tell some reasons why the collaboration is not working on the 

required level. 
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Persons chosen for the personal interviews were selected based on their answers to the 

two open-ended questions in the survey. If the person had answered the open-ended 

questions with interesting points, he/she would be chosen to be interviewed. The inter-

views were held at KONE GSS Hyvinkää. One person was interviewed at a time. The 

interviews lasted around 30-45 minutes at a time. Notes were taken during the inter-

views. Eleven basic questions were asked from the persons during the interviews, addi-

tion to these basic questions other questions were asked based on how well and which 

direction the interview was heading. 

 

Analyzing the answers gained from the questionnaire is important in order to find out 

point of views on the team collaboration, the state of the collaboration between teams, 

and finding out what needs to be improved. In order to make any conclusions and sug-

gestions for improvement, the answers need to be reviewed so that we can present fea-

sible additions to the induction programme and implement them. 
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5 RESEARCH RESULTS 

 

In this chapter the focus is on the actual research results. The survey answers will be 

focused first and every question will be analyzed and some of the questions will be 

cross-analysed with other question  results. After that the interview answers will be ana-

lyzed and cross-analyzed with the other question results. 

 

5.1 Answers to the survey 

 

The answers gained from the survey were very helpful, informative and gave a good 

insight into the world of KONE GSS Hyvinkää. The information gained from the sur-

vey answers was good for getting basic knowledge regarding the thesis problem. It was 

also essential on selecting the ten people to be interviewed. The survey had some open-

ended questions, the answers to these questions helped me determine who I would in-

terview. With the survey I gained good quantitative data that I could analyze. 19 surveys 

were sent and I got replied for 19 of them. All of the questions were answered. The sur-

vey as a whole can be found on Appendix 1. 

 

5.2 Analysis of the survey answers 

 

First three questions were about the gender of the answerer, his/her team at KONE GSS 

and how many years has the answerer worked for KONE. These were put on the survey 

to differentiate between the answerers and to get statistical data. The answers to the first 

question about the answerers gender revealed that 58 % of 19 survey participants were 

female and the rest were male. All the males thought that there was a good atmosphere 

inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää and in their own teams. Two females thought that there is 

not good atmosphere in their own teams and only one thought that there is not a good 

atmosphere inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 
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FIGURE 1. Gender divide of the survey participants. 

 

The second question was about finding out how many years has the answerer been 

working for KONE Industrial. This question was also made to differentiate between the 

answerers. The results to this question revealed on the average the survey participants 

have worked for KONE for about 10 years. The longest time an answerer had worked 

for KONE was 34 years and the shortest was 2.5 years. With this information we can 

conclude that this survey has information from people with a substantial amount of ex-

perience as well as from employees who are relatively new at KONE. 

 

The third question was " Current team that you are in ?". This was done to differentiate 

between the answerers. When I was designing the survey, myself and my supervisors at 

KONE GSS Titta Anonen and Frank Wanink decided that I would send one survey to 

each team. There are 19 teams inside KONE GSS and I got 19 answers. This means that 

all of the teams were covered. 

 

The fourth question was made in order to investigate whether KONE GSS Hyvinkää has 

a good team atmosphere as a whole. The results were good, since only two persons out 

of 19 persons, answered that there is not a good team atmosphere inside KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää. This means that there is a positive team atmosphere. It also means that there 

is a favorable atmosphere for team collaboration. 
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FIGURE 2. "Is there a good team atmosphere inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää ?" 

 

The fifth question was a similar question as the fourth and kind of an follow-up ques-

tion. It was made to investigate the atmosphere inside the answerers own team. The re-

sults for this question were also positive, only one person answered that there is not a 

good atmosphere inside his/her team. This means that in most of the teams inside 

KONE GSS Hyvinkää there is a good atmosphere, which is important for good collabo-

ration. 

 

FIGURE 3. "Is there a good atmosphere inside your team ?" 

 

The sixth question of the survey was one of the most important questions in the whole 

survey. With this question I wanted to gather information on whether the survey partici-

pants think there is enough collaboration between all the teams inside KONE GSS Hy-

vinkää or not. The results for this question were negative, since a clear majority of the 

answerers thought that there is not enough collaboration between teams inside the 

KONE GSS Hyvinkää. Out of 19 answerers, 13 thought that there is not enough col-
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laboration between the teams, only 33% thought that there was enough collaboration. 

Females mostly thought that there is not enough collaboration. These results indicate 

that there is not enough collaboration between the teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

This results also confirms the results from the KONE PULSE survey. So there really 

was a clear collaboration problem inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää and that it is good that I 

decided to investigate this issue in my thesis. 

 

FIGURE 4. "Is there enough team collaboration inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää ?" 

 

The seventh question investigated whether there is sufficient channels and ways for col-

laboration inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. The results to this question indicate that this 

was a divisive question for the survey participants. A small majority thought that there 

were enough of channels and ways for collaboration, only 10 out of 19 answerers an-

swered that there is enough of ways and channels for collaboration. The results show 

that it is not certain whether there are enough ways and channels for collaboration. 

 

There should be 
more  
53 % 

There are 
enough  

47 % 
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FIGURE 5. "Are there sufficient channels and ways on collaborating between the teams 

inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää ?" 

 

The eight question was a direct follow-up question for question six. The question was 

"If you feel like there is not enough collaboration within GSS teams, can you specify 

some reasons for it ?". This question was also made so that I can see who to pick for the 

interviews. My plan was to see which of the survey participants gave the best answers 

to the open-ended questions, based on them I would select people for the interviews. 

Not all of the survey participants answered to this question but those persons who an-

swered gave some reasons on why there is not enough collaboration between the teams 

inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. These include: 

 

 It is hard to find the right persons from the other teams 

 Not knowing how the other teams work 

 Gaps between the process flow 

 People are not responsible enough of their own work 

 Lack of communication 

 Conflicting targets 

 Teams work in a different speeds 

 Not knowing how to do a given assignment, needed to be supervised 

 Team spirit is mostly built on individual teams rather than GSS as a whole 

 Priority management between teams differ 

 Each team has their own separate tools 

 Not enough competence or knowledge of the full supply chain and how one is-

sue affect another 

 Operative teams and technical teams too far from each other, this affects the 

awareness. 

 People are too busy, they do not find the time to talk about issues 

 Instructions missing. Every team should have their instructions in a file that eve-

ryone from the other teams can access. 

 Bad leadership from some of the managers 

 Information that should be shared among all of the teams is not always shared 

 

As you can see the list is long and quite extensive. We can conclude based on these re-

sults that KONE GSS Hyvinkää suffers from communication problems, conflicting 

goals and targets, missing knowledge of other teams and missing instructions. This 

question gave a lot of information regarding the thesis and was very useful for mapping 

the problems that KONE GSS Hyvinkää has. 

 

The ninth question investigated whether all of the teams are collaborating well with 

each other. The question had three answer options, which were "Yes", "Some are, some 

are not" and "No". None of the answerers answered "No", however 84% of the answer-
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ers answered that "Some are, some are not", this means that not all of the teams inside 

KONE GSS Hyvinkää are collaborating well with the other teams. This further confirms 

the fact that there is a collaboration problem with the teams inside KONE GSS Hy-

vinkää, and that collaboration is not going smoothly inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

Based on these results we can also conclude that the team collaboration inside KONE 

GSS Hyvinkää is not completely broken. 

 

FIGURE 7. "Are all of the teams in KONE GSS Hyvinkää collaborating well with each 

other ?" 

 

The tenth question was a direct follow-up question for question nine. The question was 

"If you feel that there are some teams that are not collaborating well with the other 

teams, please specify which teams do not have enough collaboration with other teams." 

The answer rate for this question was not great but those who answered this question 

named some teams that they had issues collaborating with. These teams include: 

 

 Order Management & Support 

 Operations team  

 MFS team 

 Purchasing team 

 Data team 

 Inventory Team 

 Offering team 

 

With these results we can conclude that some teams have more problems with collabo-

rating with other teams. These problems seem the derive from lack of communication 

and lack of information. The good thing is that there are not that many teams who have 

problems, seven teams out of nineteen. 
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Questions from 11 to 15 measured the understanding that the survey participants had 

about the other teams, how they operate, who they work with and who is working in 

which team. The results for questions 11,12,14, and 15 were positive and we can con-

clude that understanding in those areas are on a good level. 

 

FIGURE 8. "Do you have a good understanding on the other teams inside KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää?" 

 

 

FIGURE 9. " Do you have a good understanding on what the other teams do ?" 
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FIGURE 10. "Do you know who is working in each team ?" 

 

FIGURE 11. "Do you know with whom are the teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää 

working with ?" 

 

Question number thirteen proved to have a negative result. The question was "Do you 

have a good understanding on how the other teams work ? (With each other and with 

the other teams)." A clear majority, 58% of the answerers answered that they do not 

have a good understanding on how other teams work. Most of the males answered that 

they knew how the other teams worked and a significant amount of female answerers 

answered that they did not know how the other teams worked. This affirms the lack of 

information between the teams, which was discovered from the results before. The posi-

tive takeaway from these results is that at least some of the survey participants have a 

good understanding on how the other teams work. The people who answered "No" had 

different working years at KONE, so it is not possible to come the conclusion that only 
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the people with the smallest amount working years at KONE do not know how other 

teams work. 

 

 

FIGURE 12. "Do you have a good understanding on how the other teams work ?" 

 

The results from this survey serve as base information for my thesis. In the next chapter 

we will research further into the collaboration problems inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

In that chapter we will analyse the results from the conducted face-to-face interviews. 

 

5.3 Interview results 

 

The interviews were a positive experience for myself and for the people I interviewed. 

The interviews provided new information and affirmed the information that was discov-

ered before with the survey. With the interviews I was able to get more personal and in-

depth information about the problems regarding the collaboration between teams inside 

KONE GSS Hyvinkää. Each one of the persons who were interviewed contributed ex-

cellently. Ten people from different teams with different backgrounds were interviewed. 

Notes were taken during the interviews. All of the basic interview questions can be 

found in Appendix 2, more questions were improvised on the spot. 

 

5.4 Interview answers analysis 

 

First question was to investigate what the KONE GSS employees saw as a good level of 

collaboration between the teams and what elements does good collaboration have. This 

question gave many different elements regarding good collaboration, the elements ap-
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peared many times during the interviews. These are all the points were KONE GSS Hy-

vinkää has room for improvements. These elements included: 

 Reliability 

 Seeing the whole picture 

 Same priorities 

 Same overall goal for every team 

 Seeing everyone's perspective 

 Good atmosphere in every team 

 Openness 

 Togetherness 

 Giving and receiving feedback 

 Clear roles for very member 

 Good instructions for each team 

 Every team member takes responsibility of their actions 

 Implementing new ways of thinking 

 No limits 

 Teams are able to react quickly 

 

The most frequent of these elements was seeing the whole picture. The persons that I 

interviewed said that they would want all the teams in KONE GSS Hyvinkää to know  

how other teams work on a daily basis. They also wanted the team members to see the 

whole picture regarding KONE GSS. If every team member saw the whole picture re-

garding the teams and KONE GSS as a whole then they would also be able to see eve-

ryone's perspective. This would also create a sense of togetherness and openness. 

 

Another significant thing to point out of these elements was reliability. Based on the 

interviews there seems to be a shortage of reliability between the teams. For example if 

a team gives a task to another team the team which gives the task has to supervise that 

the task is being done and that it is been done in the right way. This of course takes time 

and resources and because KONE GSS Hyvinkää has always a busy atmosphere, this 

creates tension between the teams. The teams should be able to rely each other and they 

should trust the other team if they give them a task to be completed. 

 

In KONE GSS every team has a different goal, which has some benefits but also draw-

backs. The interviews revealed that different team goals can create some tension regard-

ing collaboration, but the key to solving this problem seems to be the fact that every 

team needs to recognize the overall goal of KONE GSS and work towards that. Some 

team members however have difficulties on recognizing what the overall goal of KONE 

GSS Hyvinkää is. Most of the people interviewed think that the overall goal is fulfilling 

the customer's needs, others think it is just fulfilling the sales goals. This is something 
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that the management should focus on and make a clear distinction on what is the overall 

goal of KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

 

It was found out that employees at KONE GSS do not necessarily take as much respon-

sibility of their own work as they should. Team members should have clearer roles and 

better instructions. The teams should have new ways of thinking when it comes to the 

everyday work processes. They should be able to react quickly to changes. 

 

The second question was about the different inputs what the persons interviewed had on 

the everyday team collaboration. Most of the people interviewed seemed to prefer col-

laborating with face-to-face meetings and having frequent meetings and talks. This is 

time consuming and can require some planning and management but face-to-face col-

laboration and having frequent meeting is seen as a positive and efficient way of col-

laborating inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

 

Giving instructions and fixing problems that have occurred was one of the major inputs 

and efforts of the people who were interviewed. Actively giving feedback and instruc-

tions is an essential input of all the employees inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. It would 

seem that employees have to instruct and give feedback constantly to other teams and 

team members. This seems like a problem that consumes time from the employees and 

from their work. 

 

The third question had a scale from 1-10, 1 being the worst and 10 being the best. Per-

sons were asked to rate the current level of collaboration inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää 

and to give some reasons for this rating. The average rating for this question was 6.7, 

which is a positive results but indicates that there is much to improve when it comes to 

team collaboration inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. There were a lot of reasons for this 

rating, which I divided into positive things and to what to improve. 
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FIGURE 13. "Current level of collaboration inside KONE GSS ?" 

 

Positive things about the team collaboration: 

 Good atmosphere between the teams and inside the teams in general 

 There is a lot of potential in the team collaboration 

 There are good tools to be used to collaborate with other teams 

 Open culture inside the teams 

 Most of the teams have the customer in their mind when they operate 

 If problems occur, they will be analysed and dealt with 

 There is not too much of hierarchy inside KONE GSS 

 

What to improve regarding team collaboration: 

 Information flow 

 Communication should be improved 

 Time management between teams 

 More feedback 

 Instructions should be improved 

 

The fourth question was made in order to gather some reasons on why there is not 

enough collaboration between the teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. In addition to the 

points of "What to improve regarding team collaboration" which were found with ques-

tion 3, there were other reasons why there is not enough collaboration: 

 Trust issues between the teams and people 

 There are too many manual processes 

 The roles of the people are not clear enough 

 Busy atmosphere, which means that there is not enough time to be creative and 

not enough time to talk to people 

 People should take more responsibility over themselves and of their work 

 Way of working and doing things is outdated 

 Teams have different goals, which causes problems to collaboration 

 The Operations side of KONE GSS is separated from The Technical side of 

KONE GSS by a wall. Half of the people who were interviewed thought that this 

causes problems with the team collaboration 
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 Prioritizing is not clear enough 

 

The fifth question investigated how teams collaborate with each other. Teams inside 

KONE GSS Hyvinkää prefer to collaborate with meetings and face-to-face conversa-

tions, secondary ways were sending emails and using Skype. Teams want to collaborate 

vocally instead of in a written form, or by mixing the two. 

 

In the sixth question the persons were asked to rate how well their own team collabo-

rates with other teams on the scale of 1-10. Only half of the teams were interviewed 

(one person from each team, ten people out of nineteen were interviewed). The average 

rating that the teams got in this question was 7.8, which is a positive rating. The rating 

is however contradicting with the team collaborating rating of 6.7 from question 3. It 

seems that the teams cannot objectively rate themselves. Things that all the teams seem 

to do well are for example: teams collaborate actively, every team has good tools for 

collaboration and frequent meetings. The things that the teams thought they could im-

prove include: teams could get more information about other teams, more dialogue, get 

to know the members of the other teams better. 

 

FIGURE 14. "How well does your own team collaborate with the other teams?". 

 

The question number seven was one of the most important question asked in the inter-

views. The persons were asked how they would improve collaboration inside KONE 

GSS Hvinkää. These were the things that the people interviewed wanted to improve 

inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää regarding team collaboration: 

 

 New processes 

 Concentrating on the customer 

 The key users should go through the processes together 
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 Workloads should circulate 

 Networking inside KONE GSS 

 Getting rid of old habits that do not work 

 Looking examples outside of KONE and mimicking them (Benchmarking) 

 More responsibility to key players 

 The teams should be more closer to each other 

 Simple instructions 

 Seeing the whole picture 

 More automation 

 Keeping the teams small 

 Mistakes should be corrected at the beginning 

 Own data team to KONE GSS 

 More workshops 

 More shared projects 

 

As you can see there are many things that were brought up with this question. These are 

all the actions that the people interviewed would take in order to improve collaboration. 

Many of these confirm the information that was already found out earlier. This question 

provided a large quantity of good information. 

 

The eight question was made to find out who is responsible for ensuring that the col-

laboration between teams worked well. Everyone of the persons interviewed answered 

and agreed that everyone of the employees inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää has the respon-

sibility of ensuring that the team collaboration works. They also agreed that the man-

agement should lead by example and that they have an important role on ensuring that 

the team collaboration works well. Leadership inside KONE GSS is generally perceived 

as working well and has a positive image. 

 

In the ninth question the persons were asked to rate KONE GSS Hyvinkää as a whole. 

The average rating was 8.1 out of 10. This result was very positive and it was found out 

that there is a good atmosphere inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää and that KONE is a con-

stantly evolving global company. KONE GSS has stayed on a positive level. When 

comparing to the KONE PULSE Survey, KONE also received a positive rating from the 

employees. 
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FIGURE 15. "How would you rate KONE GSS as a whole ?" 

 

In the tenth question persons were asked to tell some things on what they could person-

ally do to ensure better collaboration. These thing were: 

 Giving feedback 

 Actively collaborating with others 

 Sharing information 

 Correcting mistakes 

 Having more meetings 

 

Most of the answerers stated that they are already actively collaborating with other team 

members and teams, which is a positive thing. In the future they wished that there 

would be more meetings inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

 

In the eleventh and last question the answerers had the free word and could point out 

anything they wanted to say. Here is a list of the points that came up: 

 Processes should be looked at together 

 Employees should be encouraged to brainstorm more 

 Everyone should have a long-term view 

 More proactivity 

 Clearer roles 

 More transparency 

 The way the work is divided among KONE GSS is not clear enough 

 Teams should have memory lists 

 The way the work is measured is being changed all the time 

 

These are the wishes that people have on the improvements to be made inside KONE 

GSS Hyvinkää. There are good suggestions found here and most of them have already 

been discussed on some level. The problem seems to be the implementation phase. It is 

also unclear who should make these improvements and where to get the time to make 

these changes.  
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 

 

This chapter focuses on the conclusions that were derived from the analyzed informa-

tion gathered with the survey and the personal interviews. The recommendations chap-

ter comes after the conclusions and a short summary of the whole thesis process. In this 

chapter there are recommendations on actions which can be implemented inside KONE 

GSS Hyvinkää in order to improve the collaboration between the teams. These recom-

mendations can be researched more thoroughly in the future. Conclusions and recom-

mendations are also based with the theoretical framework of the thesis. 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 

The fundamental problem inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää is the fact that people inside 

KONE GSS do not have the whole picture of the department and its teams, this is sup-

ported by the fact that nearly 60 % of the survey answerers said that they did not know 

how the other team works. Some of the answerers who did not know how the other 

teams work also had long careers at KONE, so you cannot say that only new employees 

have difficulties on knowing how the other teams work. This causes many other prob-

lems, but based on the information that I gathered and discovered this seems to be the 

main problem. This problem is quite extensive and will require many actions, so that it 

can be tackled. It will also take some time in order for the employees to get a full pic-

ture of the whole KONE GSS. 

 

This main problem creates other smaller problems inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. One of 

these is the fact that information does not flow very well inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

This is because people do not know who to contact on certain things, information gets 

lost or sent to the wrong person. Because of lack of information communication also 

suffers, cultural aspects come to play also when talking about communication. Most of 

the people thought that there were enough ways of communicating between teams but it 

seems that they are not utilized as well as they could be. Lack of information affects the 

chemistry between the teams and also between the employees. If the teams would get 

more information about each other and also on the personal level, they would under-

stand each other better and collaborate better with each other. 
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The information flow problems and communication problems together create trust is-

sues inside KONE GSS, on the team level and on the personal level. If a person or a 

team gives a task to another person or a team, the task giver must most of the time su-

pervise on how the task is being fulfilled. The busy environment inside KONE GSS is a 

big factor also to this issue. The lack of trust inside KONE GSS creates an attitude of "I 

have to do this myself so it gets done properly", which weakens the collaboration be-

tween the teams and is very time consuming and also creates more workloads to people. 

 

Teams have different targets, which causes problems to collaboration. One of the main 

problem regarding targets and goals is that the teams have different opinions regarding 

the overall goal of KONE and KONE GSS in general. Some teams have very customer 

orientated goals and targets and some just stick with their team goals and targets. All of 

the teams should be working together towards the same overall goal, having too many 

different goals creates problems for collaboration. The way the targets are measured is 

being changed constantly, this causes confusion and frustration. 

 

We can conclude that some teams collaborate better than other teams, but it was hard to 

identify teams that were better at collaborating than other. This was due to time con-

straints of the thesis, it would have required even deeper researching. Another reason is 

also that teams could not objectively rate themselves when it came to collaboration, it 

seemed like every team was good at collaborating . 

 

We can conclude that there is a good atmosphere inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää overall 

and inside all of the teams in KONE GSS Hyvinkää. The survey and interview results 

support  this fact. KONE has a positive atmosphere and is a good place to work. Em-

ployees are relatively satisfied with their jobs and positions inside KONE GSS. This is 

of course a positive thing for collaboration and on improving collaboration because it is 

easier to make improvements in an open and positive environment. 

 

The divide with the operational team and the technical teams is something that most 

people think stems from the fact that there is a physical wall between the teams. The 

technical teams have said that the wall is not a big factor for them since the workspace 

is more silent over at their end. Many people from the operational side think that the 

sitting order inside KONE GSS should be changed and mixed. 
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A clear majority of employees inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää preferred face-to-face 

meetings as a way of collaborating. Which is understandable since it is the best way of 

communicating, since you can see person's facial reactions and body language. Most of 

the people thought that KONE GSS had a busy environment in general. Everyone of the 

people interviewed agreed that the responsibility of ensuring that the collaboration is on 

a good level is on everyone working inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. Management should 

also lead by example. 

 

Management is on a good level for the most part, but there is always room for im-

provement. There is a demand for team leaders and managers to lead more by example 

from the employees. Employees would also want to have more recognition of their 

work and to be encouraged to brainstorm and to innovate more. Managers and leaders 

want the employees to take more responsibility of their work and more proactivity. 

Processes are always updated, which is positive, but it was found out that employees 

have outdated ways of working and these need to be updated as well. There are too 

many manual ways of working and manual processes, which could be automated. There 

are good tools inside KONE GSS, which should be utilized more.  

 

It can be established that KONE GSS Hyvinkää faces collaboration related challenges, 

but the good news is that there are clear solutions available. It is also a positive thing 

that KONE GSS has a good atmosphere, talented people and is not afraid of changes. It 

is easier to fix these problems when there is a positive vibe inside the organization. 

With this thesis I was able to identify the main problems of collaboration and with the 

information that I have gathered I am able to make some recommendations to KONE 

GSS Hyvinkää, so that the collaboration can be improved. Implementing these changes 

can take some time, but since KONE is a good organization it can solve these problems 

by working together and constantly improving as a organization.  
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Strengths Weaknesses 

 Positive atmosphere 

 Good tools and processes, which 

are updated 

 Talented employees 

 Continuously improving 

 Is global 

 Open culture 

 Not too much of hierarchy 

 Overall picture is not known by all 

employees 

 Information flow is not working 

properly 

 Trust issues between teams 

 Potential of employees and the 

whole department not properly 

used or discovered 

 Innovating new things is not pro-

moted enough 

 Old habits that could easily be re-

placed by new ones that are better 

Opportunities Threats 

 A lot of potential to be better 

 To fix the collaboration problems 

and create benefits to the overall 

company 

 To work in its full potential 

 To implement more automation 

 To innovate and to tackle to com-

petition 

 Not properly using the potential of 

the department and the employees 

 Being run over by competition 

 Being stuck with old habits which 

do not work 

 Not tackling the collaboration 

problems 

FIGURE 16. SWOT-analysis of KONE GSS Hyvinkää as a whole. 

 

The end goal of this thesis was to find out what the team collaboration process at KONE 

GSS Hyvinkää is like, how to improve it and to produce a realistic, well-structured rec-

ommendations. As we have gone through the current team collaboration processes, we 

have been able to find out the positives and negatives, the needs for improvement as 

well as the already valuable, well-structured entireties that form the current team col-

laboration. There is always room for improvement, and this is the case with KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää as well. 

 

It was evident right from the start that most of the problems inside KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää regarding collaboration stemmed from the fact that teams and team members 

did not have a good overall picture of KONE GSS itself and the teams inside of it. As I 

researched deeper into the problem I identified more problems and was able to track 

them to the source. I also got good suggestions on how to improve the team collabora-

tion and on how to fix some of the problems. In the end I managed to analyze the in-

formation that I had gathered and come to conclusions. I was also able to make some 

recommendations to KONE GSS.  
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The thesis project started off well, I got the green light from KONE as well as from 

TAMK  instantly. I got a 100% answering rate for my survey as well as the interviews. 

KONE was very interested about this topic and supported me throughout the whole the-

sis process, which I am very grateful of. My supervising teacher from TAMK was also 

very supportive and helped me throughout the process. In the end I succeeded in giving 

KONE valuable information about the collaboration problem and ways to tackle them. 

With this thesis I achieved all the goals that I had made for myself regarding this thesis, 

I also achieved the goals that my school and KONE had for me about this thesis. 

 

I gained some actual theoretical and practical knowledge during the research process. 

The current topic has enhanced my professional expertise and gave me freedom to be 

innovative, original and creative. My communication skills along with written language 

skills have been drastically improved. I managed to create a wide and detailed analysis 

of team collaboration, which will benefit me in the future. This thesis went well along 

with my studies and was the perfect end for my studies at TAMK. 

 

6.2 Recommendations 

 

As a recommendation to the main problem of collaboration I suggest that KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää continues to implement job shadowing to the teams. Job shadowing was 

agreed to be taken on the department agenda after the KONE PULSE-survey. KONE 

GSS Hyvinkää has had job shadowing in their agenda but not much actions related to 

that have been taken. There have been just a couple job shadowing experiments inside 

the teams, where the team member went to another just for few hours. In job shadowing 

a person goes to another for a certain amount of time and he or she is being shown the 

different aspects of that other teams day to day life, what processes they have, how they 

work etc. The teams should do job shadowing with teams that they collaborate most 

frequently with. Job shadowing could be a two way street, one persons goes to another 

team and learns about that team, when he/she returns to his/her own team he/she can 

educate his own team members on the team that he/she was doing his/her job shadow-

ing in. There was discussion about this when I interviewed people and everyone thought 

it is worth trying, everyone had a positive reaction to it. Most people at KONE GSS 

Hyvinkää did not know that job shadowing had already been implemented inside the 

department and that it is part of the department agenda. The persons should be chosen to 

job shadowing based on their ability to learn and based on the willingness to participate.  
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There was a lot of debate during the interviews on the time span of the job shadowing 

but a clear agreement could not be made, some said a week could be fine and some pro-

posed as much as six months. I would recommend to implement job shadowing so that a 

person spends a few days or at maximum a week in another team learning about it. This 

is something that the management team should discuss together. Management plays a 

big role in job shadowing since it should encourage people inside KONE GSS to par-

ticipate in job shadowing, the push for job shadowing should come from the manage-

ment level. Leis mentions exchanging team members in the theoretical framework chap-

ter. 

 

Since most of the employees inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää prefer to meet face-to-face. I 

would suggest to continue to have more of the workshops that have been held inside 

KONE GSS. Since there are a lot of teams there could be a workshop every month. One 

team would introduce themselves and give a short presentation on what they do, the 

processes and ways of working etc. The other teams could get more information about 

the teams this way and they could ask question at the workshops. Setting these work-

shops up is time consuming, but I think the whole team should get together and plan the 

way they are going to have their workshop, when it is their turn to host a workshop. I do 

not think that these workshops should have mandatory participation for everyone inside 

KONE GSS but I do think that there needs to be a significant push and support for these 

workshops from the management level. These workshops also promote networking in-

side KONE GSS Hyvinkää. These workshops would be beneficial for communication 

also, since they help people to identify other people from other teams and on what they 

do inside those teams. Regarding other ways of communication I suggest that both in 

Skype and Outlook email it would be changed as mandatory to have a clear profile pic-

ture of yourself. 

 

Many felt that the instructions inside the teams and overall inside KONE GSS are not 

clear enough but I suggest that every team has general memory lists about their own 

team and about every other team. These list should be kept simple and clear in order to 

maximize the benefits. In my opinion making universal instructions and keeping them 

up to date is borderline impossible, but having simple memory lists inside the teams is 

more beneficial. 
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Team goals should be customized so that they are customer orientated, since KONE has  

an overall goal of "Winning with Customers". As mentioned in the theory section the 

team goals should always link to the company's overall goal. I understand fully that not 

every team can have the same goals and targets but they should somehow be linked to 

the overall goal. Again management has a big role in this as well. Katzenbach & Smith 

also mention the importance of common team goals, this notion can be found in the 

theoretical framework section. 

 

Managers and team leaders should lead more by example and give more recognition to 

the employees. Employees should take more responsibility of their own work, managers 

should give key players in each team more responsibilities. Management must create an 

atmosphere where brainstorming and innovating is being encouraged, so that KONE 

GSS can renew itself in a good pace, so that it keeps up with its competitors. Employees 

should be encouraged to think outside of the box and to update their ways of working, 

more automation processes should be implemented. This is to avoid the before men-

tioned groupthink in the theory section.  KONE should also take notes from its competi-

tors on what they are doing well and try to implement the same things inside KONE 

GSS, or based on what the competitors are doing well, try to create something new in-

side KONE GSS. Feedback should be given more inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää. 

 

As mentioned in the theory section by Katzenbach & Smith, the teams should be kept 

small, so that they work efficiently, also with each other. There are a lot of teams inside 

KONE GSS Hyvinkää and the team sizes vary from team to team. Most of the people 

seemed to think that the amount of teams inside KONE GSS is on a good level, how-

ever many seemed to think that it would be a good thing to have the data team back at 

KONE GSS. There was quite a lot of demand for that so maybe it is worth investigat-

ing.  

 

As for the wall dividing the technical and operational teams I have not found a solution 

to that. It could be worthwhile to shake things up a bit and change the sitting order be-

tween the teams, but based on the information that I have gathered this problem stems 

from the fact that the work space is just designed at a certain way. To tackle this the 

whole department would have to move again, which does not seem like a good idea. 
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As a final conclusion I can say that KONE GSS is an organization with a positive at-

mosphere and has a lot of potential regarding collaboration. It faces some challenges but 

with the help of the information I have discovered and with the information they will 

continue to discover they can be develop into an even better organization. 
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APPENDICES  

 

Appendix 1. KONE GSS Team Collaboration Survey  

    

KONE GSS Team Collaboration Survey 

 

Gender ? 

Male [   ] 

Female [   ] 

 

How many years have you been working for KONE ? 

 

_______________________ 

 

Current team that you are in ? (Purchasing, Technical, Logistic, Sourcing etc...) 

 

_____________________________________ 

 

In your opinion is there  a good team atmosphere in the whole KONE GSS ? 

 

Yes [   ] 

No [   ] 

 

How about in your own team ? 

 

There is a good atmosphere [   ] 

There isn't a good atmosphere [   ] 

 

Is there enough collaboration between all of the teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää ? 

Yes [   ] 

No [   ] 

 

https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwijrsv2mdTWAhXrZpoKHWa3DJgQjRwIBw&url=https://twitter.com/konecorporation&psig=AOvVaw0jbhBriX0jf3ufXZBSkxu3&ust=1507111477293115
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Are there sufficient channels and ways on collaborating between the teams inside 

KONE GSS Hyvinkää ? 

 

There should be more  [   ] 

There are enough  [   ] 

Not enough  [   ] 

 

If you feel like there is not enough collaboration within GSS teams, can you specify 

some reasons for it ? 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Are all of the teams in KONE GSS Hyvinkää collaborating well with each other ? 

 

Yes   [   ] 

Some are, some aren't  [   ] 

No   [   ] 

 

If you feel that there are some teams that are not collaborating well with the other 

teams, please specify which teams do not have enough collaboration with other teams. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Do you have a good understanding on the other teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää ?  

Yes  [   ] 

No [   ] 

 

Do you have a good understanding on what the other teams do ?  

Yes [   ] 

No [   ] 

 

Do you have a good understanding on how the other teams work ? (With each other and 

with the other teams). 

Yes [   ] 

No [   ] 

 

Do you know who is working in each team ? 

Yes [   ] 

No [   ] 

 

Do you know with whom are the teams inside KONE GSS Hyvinkää working with ? 

(Frontlines, other teams in different countries, suppliers etc...) 

Yes [   ] 

No [   ] 
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Appendix 2. KONE GSS Team Collaboration Interview Questions 

 

    

KONE GSS Team Collaboration Interview Questions 

 

What do you see as good collaboration, what is do you see as a good level of collabora-

tion ? 

 

How do you see your own input/effort when you collaborate with others ? 

 

On a scale of 1-10 how would you rate the current level of collaboration inside KONE 

GSS ? Reasons for this rating ? 

 

Can you give some reasons why, in your own opinion, there is not enough collaboration  

? 

 

How does your team collaborate with other teams ? 

 

On a scale of 1-10 how well does your team collaborate with the other teams ? Reasons 

for this rating ? 

 

How would you improve the collaboration between the teams? 

 

https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwijrsv2mdTWAhXrZpoKHWa3DJgQjRwIBw&url=https://twitter.com/konecorporation&psig=AOvVaw0jbhBriX0jf3ufXZBSkxu3&ust=1507111477293115
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Who do you feel is responsible for ensuring that the collaboration between the teams 

works well ? 

 

On a scale of 1-10 how would you rate KONE GSS as a whole ? Reasons for this rating 

? 

 

What could you personally do to ensure better collaboration? 

 

Anything else ? 

 


